PhotoFilm Customization
Our most versatile customization option- Allows unlimited color and designs

The PhotoFilm Process
Our PhotoFilm process begins with a thin, high-quality urethane film. Your custom lettering, logo, or photo is
then printed on the film using permanent pigments. The film is then CNC cut into the desired shape We then
permanently apply the urethane to the canvas panel. PhotoFilm allows for gradients, photos, complex lettering, and unlimited colors- unmatched customization. We can even die-cut large designs for a truly custom
look.

Examples
Blocks, Ovals, Circles

Die Cut Design

PhotoFilm & Thermofilm
Acme Industries

Interior content is printed with a
cutline around the background.

Content is "cut out" from
background. Not all art is eligible,
so please request a quote.

Please call for quote. This is a
good option for logo & text
combinations.

Imprint Size Guidelines
Canvas Back
4.75”h x 13”w per side

Canvas Seat
9” x 10”

Artwork Requirements
For our standard PhotoFilm process, we can use any standard raster or vector graphic file (.jpg, .gif, .ai, .eps,
etc...). As with any printing process, higher resolution, high quality art files will produce higher quality prints.

Standard PhotoFilm Die Cut Shapes
Here are some examples of standard background shapes. Any shape that is one continuous cutline will
qualify as a standard shape.

Custom Die Cut Requirements
Our die-cut process can utilize any standard raster or vector graphic file as well. However, in order to CNC
cut the design, vector artwork must be provided or created. Our graphic design department can create
vector artwork from a supplied raster graphics file (.jpg, .gif, .tif, etc...)*. As with our other customization
options, we will provide a proof of the design for approval prior to production.

*Vector Artwork Required. Additional charges may apply if vector art n/a.
**Additional Fonts & Film Colors Available. Additional charges may apply.

